
A Guide to Student Visa Extension in Perth
Perth, the vibrant capital of Western Australia, beckons international students with its
world-class education, stunning beaches, and friendly atmosphere. But what happens
when your student visa nears its expiry date and you're not quite ready to say goodbye
to the sunny shores? Fear not, aspiring scholars! This comprehensive guide from
Ultimate Migration will equip you with everything you need to know about securing a
student visa extension in Perth.

Understanding Student Visa Extensions

A student visa extension in Perth, also known as a Subclass 500 visa extension, allows
you to continue your studies in Australia legally. This is crucial if your academic journey
extends beyond the initial visa validity period.

When to Apply for a Student Visa Extension in Perth

Procrastination is your enemy here. Aim to lodge your application for a student visa
extension in Perth at least 6 to 9 weeks before your current visa expires. This allows
ample processing time by the Department of Home Affairs (DHA) and avoids any
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last-minute hiccups. Remember, overstaying your visa can lead to cancellation and
impact future visa applications.

A Step-by-Step Guide Student Visa Extension Process in Perth
The student visa extension process in Perth can seem daunting at first glance. However,
by following these steps meticulously, you'll be well on your way to a successful
outcome:

1. Secure a New Confirmation of Enrolment (CoE)

This document, issued by your educational institution, verifies your ongoing enrollment
in a registered course. Ensure your CoE reflects the full duration of your intended
studies, encompassing the extension period.

2. Renew Your Overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC)

Maintaining valid OSHC is mandatory for student visa holders. Renew your OSHC for the
extended study period before lodging your application.

3. Gather Supporting Documentation

Here's a checklist of essential documents to include in your application:

● Completed application form (Form 1574)

● Your current passport (valid for at least six months beyond your intended stay)

● Evidence of financial capacity (enough funds to support yourself for the duration

of your studies)

● Academic transcripts demonstrating satisfactory progress

● Evidence of OSHC coverage

● Proof of identity documents

4. Lodge Your Application Online

The most efficient way to apply is through the ImmiAccount online portal of the
Department of Home Affairs. The platform guides you through the process and allows
for electronic document upload.

5. Bridging Visa



If you apply for your student visa extension in Perth before your current visa expires, you might
be eligible for a Bridging Visa A (BVA). This temporary visa allows you to stay in Australia legally
while your extension application is being assessed.

6. Await the Decision

Processing times for student visa extensions can vary depending on individual circumstances.
Utilize the ImmiAccount portal to track the progress of your application.

Pro Tips for a Smooth Student Visa Extension Application in Perth:

● Double-check all documentation for accuracy and completeness before

submission.

● Meet all financial requirements. You'll need to demonstrate sufficient funds to

cover living and tuition expenses for the extended study period.

● Maintain good academic standing. Ensure you're meeting your course

requirements and progressing satisfactorily.

● Seek professional guidance (optional): Consider consulting a registered

migration agent in Perth for personalized advice and assistance with the

application process.

Student Visa Extension Service Providers in Perth

While navigating the student visa extension process yourself is entirely possible,
seeking assistance from a reputable migration agent can offer peace of mind and
streamline the application journey. These professionals possess in-depth knowledge of
visa regulations and can handle complexities that might arise during the process.

Here at Ultimate Migration, our team of experienced migration agents in Perth
specializes in assisting international students with visa extensions. We offer:

● Comprehensive application guidance:We'll walk you through each step, ensuring

you meet all requirements.

● Document review and preparation:We'll meticulously review your documents

and ensure their accuracy for a smooth application process.



● Professional representation:We can liaise with immigration authorities on your

behalf, addressing any queries or concerns.

Conclusion

By following this comprehensive guide and considering the valuable insights offered by
Ultimate Migration, you can confidently embark on the student visa extension process
in Perth. With a successful extension, you can continue your academic pursuits in this
vibrant city, enriching your knowledge and experiences Down Under. Remember,
Ultimate Migration is here to support you on your educational journey. Feel free to
contact us for a free consultation and let us help you navigate the path towards a
successful student visa extension in Perth.
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